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The Crown signed treaties with the Indian tribes. The Catawbas had
fought for the English so they were rewarded with a guaranteed reservation.

The Crown ordered that a boundary line be drawn between North and
South Carolina. They started at a coastal point known as Boundary House that
was used in the 1735 survey and went to the stake that had marked the end of
the 1735 survey on the east side of the Lumber River. This distance was
almost 44 miles.

Then the surveyors were to go to the 35th parallel and there strike a due
west course which was to strike the southeastern corner of the Catawba Indian

lands and then go to the northeastern corner and then again due west.
All of the old documents indicate that the surveyors were surprised that

they didn't hit the Catawba line. The surveyors started at the wrong place-
today it is hard to say whether or not it was deliberate or an honest mistake but
South Carolina was convinced that she was tricked out of 11 miles or 660

square miles of land.
The surveyors were exhausted and suffering from the rains, hot weather,

and insects. The surveyors turned in a bill of 400 pounds sterling and a survey
map that stopped at 34 degrees and 49 minutes. That point has a marker
today that is designated as a Historic Marker and is known as Old North Corner.
It separates Lancaster County, SC and Union County, N.C.

In 1771 the Crown ordered the N.C.-SC boundary survey to be continued.
The Catawba Indians petitioned that they stay in South Carolina. The decision
then was to use the Salisbury-Camden Road—through Charlotte (very roughly
present-day #521) as the boundary—and then to make up to S.C. the land she
lost to the east by adding in the West. They ran that line around the Catawba
Indian Reservation to the Cherokee Indian line. It was about 65 miles in length.

A description from a South Carolina surveyor's journal says that they set
up camp in the Waxhaw settlement and Joined the N.C. surveyors and
commissioners with their surveyors, chain carriers and blazors (blazors were
carried to either cut a mark or to paint a tree showing directions). Each group
had tents and a wagon to carry their baggage. After the usual compliments and
a glass or two of wine they proceeded immediately to business, by each party
showing his commission and instructions to the other.

"We agreed that a surveyor from each Province should attend the
Compass every day and that the chain should be carried alternately, and two
blazors from each side to follow the Surveyors. We waited at the old corner tree
till 12 oclock to take an observation. Sun's altitude 75—35 latitude 34.48.








